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Peace & Justice Forum

No charges in garden chair
‘theft’ case

Tel: 0845 330 4505
Email: wrexhamsaw@yahoo.com

This seems like old news now, but it missed the print
deadline for the last newsletter.

Mail: WPJF, PO BOX 661,
Wrexham LL11 1QU

The Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) eventually took
the decision not to prosecute me for theft over the
garden chairs I took from the landfill skip at Lodge
Household ‘Recycling’ Centre. A policeman turned up at
my house to tell me that no further action would be
taken, which was confirmed on the form he gave me.
The reason for this decision was as follows:

Website: www.wpjf.org.uk
Back issues of WPJN are on our
website in pdf format.
Our e-groups:
(1) For announcements, diary dates,
minutes etc.:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
wrexhamagainstwar/

There is insufficient evidence to provide a reasonable
prospect of conviction.
We’re always hearing about people who’ve been tried for
really serious offences and sent to prison for years on a
bit of circumstantial evidence and some dodgy forensics.
In my case, the police had signed statements from me
and two witnesses that I’d taken the chairs. They had
diligently, and at the taxpayer’s expense, collated radio
and television interviews I had given by way of further
evidence. Yet this was still ’insufficient’. It would be
interesting to know exactly how much evidence the CPN
does need in such cases.
Genny Bove

(2) For wider discussion about issues,
actions and so on (plus all the above):
http://lists.riseup.net/www/info/
wpjf.discuss
This newsletter was compiled by volunteers
and is supported by donations.
Editor: Genny Bove
Thanks to Janet Tyrrell for proof-reading and
Maria de Rosa for help with the mail-out.

Ownership etc.

Contributions for inclusion in the next
issue should reach us by Friday 5 Dec.

All articles in this newsletter are ‘copyleft’
unless stated otherwise - they may be
reproduced for non-commercial purposes
without further permission. Please credit the
author and WPJN. If you wish to reproduce
any article for commercial purposes, prior
agreement must be obtained.

Wrexham Peace & Justice Forum
is an independent, non-party political
organisation. Our vision is of a just and
peaceful world. We are a broad-based
forum open to all who share our vision,
making a difference globally and locally
through sharing ideas and information,
raising awareness and campaigning.

The articles in this newsletter represent the
views of the authors and not necessarily the
agreed views of WPJF as a whole.
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